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Premises Licence Conditions – Bar 35 
 
Annex 2 - Conditions Consistent with the Operating Schedule 
 

1)  Alcohol shall not be sold or supplied except during permitted hours. 
 

2)  The licensed premises are structurally adapted and are bona fide used or 
intended to be used for the purpose of providing music and dancing and 
substantial refreshment to which the sale of intoxicating liquor is ancillary. 

  
 General – All four licensing objectives:- 
 

1.  No disorderly conduct shall be permitted therein or any exhibition, recitation, 
acting, singing or dancing which is of an obscene character or offensive. 
 
2.  Explosives, inflammable liquids or highly inflammable articles shall not be 
permitted on the premises without the consent of the Licensing Authority. 
 
3.  No structural alterations or alteration to the layout of the premises including 
ceiling and wall linings shall be carried out without the consent of the Licensing 
Authority. 
 
4.  No exhibition, demonstration or performance of hypnotism (as defined in 
Section 6 of the Hypnotism Act 1952) shall be given by any person at the place 
licensed except with the express written consent of the Licensing Authority and 
in accordance with any conditions attached to such consent. 
 
5.  An application for consent under Condition 15 (a) shall be in writing and 
signed by the Licence holder or his agent and shall be made not less than 28 
days in advance of the exhibition, demonstration o performance concerned.  A 
copy of the application shall at the same time be forwarded to the 
Superintendent of Police and the South Wales Fire Service.  
 
6.  The parts of the premises licensed for public entertainment and the 
maximum number of persons permitted to resort to those parts are as follows:- 
 
Ground Floor Bar : 400 persons 
 
7. The Premises Licence Holder shall at all times maintain a register of security 
personnel employed on the premises, such personnel to hold current 
registration as a door supervisor with the Security Industry Authority. 
 
8.  No admission/re-admission to be permitted after 0020 hours on Sundays. 
 
Conditions of Licence relating to the Provision of Lap Dancing, Table Side 
Dancing and any other Entertainment involving Striptease and/or Nudity:- 
 
1.  Total nudity (the exposing of genitals) shall only be permitted on stage and 
at no other place in the premises. 
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2.  No sex act shall take place. 
 
3.  The area proposed for striptease (involving complete nudity) shall:- 
 
a) be in a position where the performane cannot be seen from the street. 
 
b) be in a desingated area of the premises with segregation from the audience. 
 
c) be in a position where the performers will have direct access to the dressing 
room without passing through or in close proximity to the audience. 
 
4.  The area proposed for lap dancing, table side dancing (involving partial 
nudity) shall be in a position where the performance cannot be seen from the 
street. 
 
5.  There shall be no physical contact between persons appearing on stage and 
the audience.  The entertainment shall be given only by performers/entertainers 
and the audience shall be permitted to participate. 
 
6.  Persons appearing on stage should have direct access to the dressing room 
without passing through or in close proximity to the audience. 
 
7.  Lap dancers/table side dancers must immediately dress at the conclusion of 
each performance. 
 
8.  The licensee, performer and any person concerned in the organisation or 
management of the entertainment shall not encourage, or permit 
encouragement of the audience to throw money at or otherwise give gratuities 
to the performers (except as permitted by condition 10 below). 
 
9.  Entertainment provided by topless dancers to customers seated at tables 
may only take part in those parts of the premises approved by the Council.  No 
audience participation shall be permitted. 
 
10.  There shall be no physical contact between customers and th dancers 
except for the placing of money or tokens into the hands of the dancer at the 
beginning or conclusion of the performance.  Whilst the dancers are peforming 
there shall be a minimum distance of one metre between the dancer and the 
seated customers.  Notices to this effect shall clearly be displayed at each table 
and at the entrance to the premises. 
 
11.  Should a customer attempt to touch a dancer, the dancer must withdraw 
and report the matter to her/his manager/supervisor. 
 
12.  There shall be no physical contact between dancers whilst performing. 
 
13.  The topless dancers shall at all times wear a G-string or similar piece of 
clothing that covers the appropriate part of the body. 
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14.  The licensee will immediately deal with any report of contact, misconduct 
or provocation by a customer or dancer. 
 
15.  No telephone number, address or information leading to any further 
meeting may be passed from the customer to dancer or vice versa. 
 
16.  No dancer may peform if they are intoxicated. 
 
17.  No member of the public shall be admitted or allowed to remain in the 
dance area if they appear to be intoxicated. 
 
18.  All members of the public shall remain seated in the dance area other than 
when they arrive, depart, visit the toilet or go to the bar. 
 
19.  Members of the public should not be permitted to congregate in the bar 
area. 
 
20.  Signs must be displayed at the entrance to the dance area stating:- 
 
a) "Any customer attempting to make physical contact with a dancer will be 
asked to leave".  Signs myst be sufficient in size, legible and positioned so as 
to be read by all customers entering the dance area. 
 
21.  No dancer shall perform any sexually explicit or lewd act. 
 
22.  Whilst dancing takes place not less than (insert agreed number) of SIA 
door supervisors shall be employed in the part of the premises used for dancing 
unless alternative arrangements are approved by the Council in writing. 
 
23.  No person under the age of eighteen shall be permitted on the premises, 
unless authorised in writing by the Council. 

 
 The prevention of crime and disorder:- 
 

1.  The licensee shall retain and maintain the installation of CCTV at the 
premises to the satisfaction of the South Wales Police Crime Reduction Officer. 
 
2.  The licensee shall ensure that all aspects of the CCTV system comply with 
the Data Protection Act 1998.  The Office of the Data Protection Supervisor has 
produced guidance in relation to how the Act should be interpreted, including 
advice on the required signage.  For further information please contact: 
www.dataprotection.gov.uk 
  
3.  The licensee shall install CCTV at or near to the entrance(s) and exit(s) to 
the premises and record ingress and egress of customers. CCTV will also be 
located in all other areas to which the public has access (excluding the toilet 
areas). 
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4.  The licensee will arrange for signs to be placed in a prominent position visible 
to customers, stating that CCTV is in operation at the premises. The sign must 
show the controllers contact details.  
 
5.  There will be a storage facility of CCTV images of up to thirty-one days 
covering the maximum number of days in a calendar month. 
 
6.  The licensee must make recordings of images available on request to any 
officer of the South Wales Police in the course of their duties as soon, as is 
reasonably practicable. Therefore adequate training will have to be provided to 
duty staff in order to comply with this condition 
 
7.  The licensee will be responsible for ensuring that the operating equipment 
is regularly checked and that it operates at all times during the opening hours.  
 
8.  The licensee shall provide and maintain a register to detail any CCTV 
recordings handed to the South Wales Police in a format to be approved by the 
Police. The details of both the person handing over the recordings and the 
Police Officer receiving them should also be documented. 
 
9.  The licensee shall provide a secure room to house the CCTV consul and 
recording equipment and shall restrict access to the room to designated 
persons, such persons to be notified in writing to the South Wales Police.  
 

 


